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4
uo FIFTH SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT

1.1 Introduction

1.1.1 The Receiver filed its Fourth Report dated December 8, 2017 (the “Fourth Report”), 
and the four prior supplements thereto, in response to a motion brought by SusGlobal 
Energy Belleville Ltd. (“SusGlobal Belleville”) for leave to sue the Receiver for gross 
negligence, among other related relief (the “Motion”). The Honourable Justice 
McEwen heard the Motion on February 21 and 27, and March 5, 2018, and dismissed 
it by way of reasons for decision issued May 17, 2018 (the “Reasons for Decision”). 
His Honour ordered that SusGlobal Belleville pay the Receiver’s costs of the Motion 
in the total sum of $117,938.25 by way of an endorsement issued July 3, 2018 (the 
“Costs Endorsement”).

1.2 Purpose of this Report

1.2.1 SusGlobal Belleville has now initiated a motion to have the Motion reopened, so that 
it may file purported fresh evidence and reargue the Motion in light of that evidence 
(the “Fresh Evidence Motion”). In support of the Fresh Evidence Motion, SusGlobal 
Belleville has filed the affidavit of Gerald Hamaliuk sworn July 13, 2018 (the “July 
13 Hamaliuk Affidavit”), which contains the purported fresh evidence. This fifth 
supplement to the Receiver’s Fourth Report (the “Fifth Supplement to the Fourth 
Report”) is filed in response to the July 13 Hamaliuk Affidavit, and in opposition to 
the Fresh Evidence Motion.

1.3 The 2017 Report

1.3.1 The purported fresh evidence upon which SusGlobal Belleville seeks to rely consists 
of an undated report prepared by SusGlobal Belleville (the “2017 Report”), which 
SusGlobal Belleville asserts it filed with the Ontario Ministry of Environment and 
Climate Change (the “MOECC”) on March 29, 2018. The purported fresh evidence 
also includes an email from a representative of the MOECC dated June 25, 2018, 
acknowledging receipt of the 2017 Report.

1.3.2 In the Executive Summary found at the first page of the 2017 Report, Mr. Hamaliuk 
states,

“This Annual Report is unique in that prior to Sept. 15, 2017 the 
site was operated by Astoria Organic Matters Ltd. up to April 11, 
then was in receivership and operated by BDO until Sept. 15. 
SusGlobal Energy is compiling the data required for this Report 
from record turned over by BDO after Sept. 15. Missing 
information and analytical results will be identified in the 
discussion for each section of this Report.”

1.3.3 Beginning in or around January 2018, Mr. Hamaliuk, on behalf of SusGlobal Belleville, 
began asking the Receiver for information that Mr. Hamaliuk advised was required 
to complete the 2017 Report.
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1.3.4 Between January 9, 2018, and February 23, 2018, the Receiver exchanged numerous 
emails with Mr. Hamaliuk regarding certain information required for the 2017 
Report, and provided numerous documents to Mr. Hamaliuk. Copies of these email 
exchanges are attached hereto as Appendix A.

1.3.5 At no time during the course of the Receiver’s email exchanges with Mr. Hamaliuk 
regarding the 2017 Report did Mr. Hamaliuk suggest that its contents would have any 
bearing on the Motion, which was then ongoing.

1.3.6 On March 21, 2018, Mr. Hamaliuk provided the Receiver with a draft copy of the 
2017 Report that SusGlobal Belleville had prepared, without appendices. The 
Receiver provided no comment except to ask that Mr. Hamaliuk clarify that the 2017 
Report was not being filed on behalf of BDO. A copy of this email exchange is 
attached hereto as Appendix B.

The Receiver respectfully submits this Fifth Supplement to the Fourth Report in 
opposition to the Fresh Evidence Motion.

All of which is respectfully submitted this 2nd day of August, 2018.

BDO CANADA LIMITED,
in its capacity as COURT-APPOINTED RECEIVER OF
ASTORIA ORGANIC MATTERS LTD. and
ASTORIA ORGANIC MATTERS CANADA LP,

Per: .Cttristopher J. Mazur CIRP LIT
Senior Vice President

33338091.2
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Miranda Spence
6

Subject:
Attachments:

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Consoli, Angelo <aconsoli@bdo.ca>
February-16-18 1:00 PM 
Gerald Hamaliuk
Andrew Chachula; Marc M. Hazout; Ike Makrimichalos; Kyle Plunkett; Scott Stoll; Mazur, 
Chris
RE: Sampling and Analysis for Astoria Organic Matters
103564.001 Final Sampling Summary Letter 704 Phillipston Roslin Astoria ....pdf; January 
2017.txt; February 2017.txt; March 2017.txt

Greetings Gerry, we have been following up on and/or compiling the information requested and can advise as follows: 
With respect to Action Items #3 and #4 from the MOECC report, based on our discussions with Mr. Hamilton, we 
understand that Item #3 related to the 2016 Annual report and was complied with, but we do not have the 
documentation in support of this as the Receiver did not remove the records from the Astoria site. With respect to 
item #4, per Mr. Hamilton, an arrangement was made with the Cobourg Waste Water Treatment Plant for the off-site 
disposal of the Leachate and the carrier was Smith’s Septic.
In reference to the analysis you have requested further below (i.e. items #1 to #5), we have been in contact with 
Pinchin regarding items #1, 2 and 4. We had understood that the Q1 testing was completed, however, Pinchin has 
advised us that the testing was not initiated but that they believe the results are trending in the right direction based 
on the 2016 results. A copy of a letter issued by Pinchin is attached hereto for your reference and we are advised you 
can append the letter to your Annual Report. As previously noted below, the Receiver was notified in August 2017 that 
there was no agreement in place with Astoria and on September 12th when Pinchin responded to the Receiver that the 
testing would be performed by the end of September, Pinchin was advised to contact SusGlobal relating to the ongoing 
testing.
With respect to the Biofilter reports (item #3) we have sourced a report for each month and Al has reviewed the 
reports and advised this is the information that he would include in the Annual Report. If you have any specific 
questions about the reports, you can contact Mr. Hamilton. Please note that the formatting of the reports changed 
from ‘txt’ files to ‘csv’ files after March and the post March reports all have the same title. Accordingly, to make it 
easier to identify the applicable month, I will send a distinct e-mail for each monthly report (i.e. for April to 
September) so that you know which month the report relates to. The data for certain of the months totals approx. 9 
MB so I will send the April through September reports to you, to avoid everyone on this chain having full e-mail boxes. 
If you do not get a separate e-mail for each month from April to September please let me know and I can resend any 
that don’t get through.
With regards to item #5, the information was provided in a prior e-mail dated January 25, 2018.
Kindest regards,
Angelo Consoli CA CPA CIRP LIT
Vice President
BDO Canada Limited
aconsQli@bdo.ca
805 - 25 Main Street W.
Hamilton, ON L8P 1H1 
Canada
Tel: 905-524-1008 x 2861 
Fax: 905-570-0249 
www.bdo.ca

Before you print think about the environment

From: Gerald Hamaliuk [mailtoighamaliukfSsusglobalenergy.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 13, 2018 4:06 PM 
To: Consoli, Angelo
Cc: Andrew Chachula ; Marc M. Hazout; Ike Makrimichalos ; Kyle Plunkett; Scott Stoll; Mazur, Chris 
Subject: RE: Sampling and Analysis for Astoria Organic Matters
Angelo,
I have not received any response to my Jan. 24 e-mail below. Could you please let us know the status of both Action 
items 3&4 from the MOECC Report and the list of required analyses below. The Annual Report is due in March and we

i
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are finalizing the draft Report for review by our Compliance Committee. We would appreciate your response by end of 
this week.
Thank you,
Gerry Hamaliuk 
SusGlobal Energy

From: Gerald Hamaliuk
Sent: January 24, 2018 9:49 AM
To: 'Consoli, Angelo' <aconsoli(5)bdo.ca>
Cc: Andrew Chachula <achachula@gillespielaw.ca>; Marc M. Hazout <mhazout@susglobalenergv.com>; Ike 
Makrimichalos <imakrimichalos(a>susglobalenergv.com>; Kyle Plunkett <kplunkett@airdberlis.com>; Scott Stoll 
<sstoll@airdberlis.com>: Mazur, Chris <CMazur@bdo.ca>
Subject: RE: Sampling and Analysis for Astoria Organic Matters 
Angelo,
We went through the files onsite again and could find no detail or analytical results for the following:
From the Report you attached, Section 5 has a number of Actions to be taken. Could you forward details for Action 
items 3 & 4?
Please let us know if the following analyses are available:

1. Quarterly analyses of the 2 creeks and Eastern Swale water
2. Quarterly analyses of leachate
3. Quarterly analyses of biofilter media
4. Quarterly analyses of groundwater wells
5. Compost analyses as required - we have the analysis of the compost sample from late August only 

SusGlobal appreciates that BDO only had control of the site for Q2 and Q3, but the records from operations in Q1 were 
also acquired when SusGlobal purchased the assets and we need those analyses in order to complete the 2017 
Environmental Report. If we do not have the analyses on file, we will so advise the MOECC.
Best regards,
Gerry Hamaliuk 
SusGlobal Energy

From: Consoli, Angelo [mailto:aconsoli@bdo.ca1 
Sent: January 17, 2018 10:03 AM
To: Gerald Hamaliuk <ghamaliuk@susglobalenergv.com>
Cc: Andrew Chachula <achachula@gillespielaw.ca>; Marc M. Hazout <mhazout@susglobalenergv.com>: Ike 
Makrimichalos <imakrimichalos@susgtobalenergv.com>: Kyle Plunkett <kplunkett@airdberiis.com>; Scott Stoll 
<sstoll@airdberlis.conn>; Mazur, Chris <CMazur@bdo.ca>
Subject: RE: Sampling and Analysis for Astoria Organic Matters
Gerry, we are writing in response to your e-mail. We disagree with various assertions therein and we address certain 
below.
Pond analysis:
Our understanding is that no water exited the pond as a result of VanSoelen incorrectly building the pond. Once the 
pond was corrected the outfall where testing is to be taken should be the first overflow point and therefore testing 
should be able to commence as per the ECA.
Our understanding is that prior to Closing, the only testing that occurred was by Pinchin as we outlined in our e-mail 
below and that Pinchin and Mr. Hamilton both discussed this with the MOECC officer. This was documented in a 
December 2016 Industrial Sewage Report - Section 2.2. Attached for your convenience is the MOECC’s response relating 
to this matter. The Receiver understands that the actions required therein, were of an administrative nature and were 
all complied with prior to the receivership.
Surface and groundwater samples:
Pinchin performed the test in Q1. As previously advised, in August 2017 they advised us of the lack of a signed 
agreement and on September 12, 2017 that the next sample would be taken at the end of the month and they 
acknowledged it would therefore be discussed with the purchaser and not the Receiver. Pinchin has been asked for a 
copy of the Q1 report.
Regarding the e-mail correspondence with Pinchin (copied to Mr. Lavelle), it was at your request that we send notices 
to all of the suppliers to provide them Mr. Lavelle's contact information to set up accounts and arrange for ongoing 
services. What was discussed between Pinchin and Mr. Lavelle, is not known to us, but as noted above, only 2 days
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earlier Pinchin acknowledged they needed to be in contact with the Purchaser to discuss ongoing service 
arrangements.
Compost Analysis:
Mr. Hamilton trained Vanessa prior to his departure on September 14, 2017 on how to collect and submit a sample and 
we understand that Vanessa later trained an employee named Hick on how to take a sample and submit it to A8:1.
The Biofilter media was tested by Astoria daily on the web-based Odour Control System which, with the exception of 
Ammonia as discussed further below, tested a number of items including humidity, air temperatures, moisture, etc. As 
a result, Astoria did not perform quarterly testing as testing was performed daily. We understand that the Web-Based 
data was sent to a cellular phone number maintained by Mr. Hamilton and that SusGlobal funded the cost for one 
month after Closing and then requested that Mr. Hamilton release the number and SusGlobal acknowledged that Mr. 
Lavelle would make arrangements directly with Telus for the transfer of the account. With regards to the Ammonia 
testing, Vanessa performed the testing twice daily and documented the results in a folder at the site called “Ammonia 
Test Results".
We would encourage you to review the 2016 Annual Report. We understand Mr. Hamilton prepared it in a format that 
lined up with the EGA points and that the MOECC was satisfied with its contents and style of reporting.
Kindest regards,
Angelo Consoli CA CPA CIRP LIT
Vice President 
BDO Canada Limited 
aconsoli@bdo.ca
805 - 25 Main Street W.
Hamilton, ON L8P 1H1 
Canada
Tel: 905-524-1008 x 2861 
Fax: 905-570-0249
www.bdo.ca

Before you print think about the environment

From: Gerald Hamaliuk [mailto:ghamaiiuk@susglobalenergv,com]
Sent: Friday, January 12, 2018 9:07 AM 
To: Consoli, Angelo <acon$oli(5>bdo.ca>
Cc: Andrew Chachula <achachula@gillespielaw.ca>: Marc M. Hazout <nahazout@susglobalenergv.com>; Ike 
Makrimichalos <imakrimichalo5@su$globalenergy.com>; Kyle Plunkett <kplunkett(S>airdberlis.com>; Scott Stoll 
<sstoll@airdberlis.com>; Mazur, Chris <CMazur@bdo.ca>
Subject: RE: Sampling and Analysis for Astoria Organic Matters 
Angelo,
Your responses to the ECA requirements for the time BDO was responsible for operations and the sample taken during 
January, 2017 do not coincide with the requirements of the EGAs for the site.
Pond Analysis/Testing and Groundwater:
ECA 5515-9VEL3J in Tablel requires quarterly testing of the pond outfall during periods of rainfall when there is a flow 
out of the ponds. May of 2017 had record rainfall that did not allow farmers to complete seeding because the soil was 
saturated with water, causing tractors to become stuck in the fields. The ponds accumulate rainfall from 8.08 acres of 
surface, more than half of which is covered by asphalt, so no seepage into groundwater. It is hard to believe no water 
exited the ponds, but we will report to the MOECC that no outfall occurred during the time BDO operated the site, 
quoting your assertion. However, Table 2 requires monthly sampling of the water in the pond outlet with a reduced 
analytical requirement and no stipulation that a flow is required at the time of sampling. This is likely the analytical 
result we found for January, 2017. Contrary to your assertions, Katy Potter has no record or recollection of the result 
being reported to the MOECC, despite the NH3 being more than 100 times the allowable level and the Fe being more 
than 3 times the allowable level. We will submit this analysis with the Annual Report, stating it was not reported to the 
MOECC. SusGlobal reported a similar result to the MOECC in Q4 and the result was a request for a resample and 
adherence to the terms of the Stormwater Contingency Plan for the site, as developed by Astoria Organic Matters. 
Surface and groundwater samples:
ECA 0031-7UTRSS requires groundwater and surface water samples to be taken and analyzed each quarter. Tablel lists 
the wells that are included and analytical requirements. We could not find a record of any analyses from the wells. In 
addition, Table 2 requires surface water samples quarterly from Chrysal Creek and Number 10 Creek, both upstream 
and downstream for both and from the Eastern Swale outlet. We could not find the record of these analyses. Please 
forward at your earliest convenience.
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The e-mail you attached to the January 10, 2018 response has nothing at all to do with testing of surface and 7
groundwater by Pinchin. Rather, the only activity it refers to is the odor sampling and reporting from the Odor Survey 
Pinchin conducted for BDO in July, 2017, which was completely botched up and left for SusGlobal to determine an 
appropriate approach to complete the reporting for EGA compliance. We do not understand how the attached e-mail is 
relevant to the subject at hand.
Compost Analysis:
First, how could Al Hamilton train an employee hired by SusGlobal on or after Sept. 18 when he was not onsite after 
Sept. 15? In fact, I am the one who took the first two composite samples, inserted into a bag and sent them to A&L for 
analysis via Canada Post. The final composite sample and sample from the biofilter media were collected by Min Qju 
and sent to A&L after we completed screening in late fall, so no one "trained" by Al Hamilton ever sampled the 
compost. The allegation that SusGlobal did not pay A&L and thus did not receive any compost analytical results is 
absurd and I am very surprised that you would make such a statement. All samples sent in were analyzed and the 
results were sent to us in good time and then sent to the MOECC immediately when received, which is what was 
requested by the MOECC.
The biofilter media also required sampling and testing on a quarterly basis, which SusGlobal did for the fourth quarter. 
We could not find any record of the testing of the biofilter media during the first 3 quarters of 2017. Please forward 
such test results for the Annual Report compliance.
Contrary to your responses in the e-mail of January 10, 2018, there are many requirements for analytical testing during 
the time BDO operated the compost site. We did not think we needed to go into the details for analyses in our first 
communication, as BDO would have been familiar with the ECA compliance requirements for the site. We provide 
details in this response so there is no doubt regarding testing requirements.
Best regards,
Gerry Hamaliuk 
SusGlobal Energy

From: Consoli, Angelo [rnailto:aconsoli(5)bdo.ca1 
Sent: January 10, 2018 4:58 PM
To: Gerald Hamaliuk <ghamaliuk(5)susglobalenergv,com>
Cc: Andrew Chachula <achachula(S>gillespielaw,ca>: Marc M. Hazout <mhazout(5)susglobalenergy.com>; Ike 
Makrimichalos <imakrimichalos(5)susglobalenergv.com>; Kyle Plunkett <kplunkett(a>airdberlis.com>: Scott Stoll 
<sstoll(S>airdberlis.com>: Mazur, Chris <CMazur(S>bdo.ca>
Subject: RE: Sampling and Analysis for Astoria Organic Matters 
Gerry,
Thank you for your note. We have reviewed your e-mail and can advise you as follows with respect to your various 
queries:
Pond Analysis / Testing:
We understand that the pond testing is required only when the sample can be obtained from the outfall structure of the 
storm water pond. The outfall did not have water flow through it when under the management of Astoria or BDO.
The single sample referred to in your email was taken by Pinchin but the sample was taken directly from the pond (i.e. 
the still portion of water in the pond). This was determined by the MOECC as a false sample as the sample requires flow. 
Katy Potter of the MOECC, during the Sewer Water ECA audit, considered this not to be a true sample and excluded it 
from any required reporting. We were to wait to take any sampling until outfall occurred from the pond outlet 
structure.
Up to the Closing Date, September 15, 2017, no samples were taken as the outfall was not active. We understand this 
simply needs to be stated in the annual report filed with the MOECC. However, we understand that after the pond re
construction, which was completed in November / December 2017, sampling should have commenced again by the 
facility owner (SusGlobal).
Surface and groundwater samples:
We understand that Pinchin performed this testing in or around March 2017, however, they realized they didn't have a 
signed agreement with Astoria so they did not perform further testing. The Receiver was made aware of this on August 
22, 2017 when a proposal was sent to BDO for approval. The Receiver made immediate enquiries of Pinchin with 
respect to the anticipated timing of the next testing. On September 12, 2017, Pinchin responded to advise the Receiver 
that the next test could be performed by the end of September 2017 and asked if they should therefore deal with the
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Purchaser. On September 13, 2017, when SusGlobal confirmed its intention to complete the transaction contemplated 
by the APA, we advised Pinchin that they should therefore review this matter with the Purchaser. Furthermore, after 
Closing, at 4:33 p.m. on September 15, 2017, we sent a follow up email notice and an introductory e-mail to Pinchin 
with a copy to Mr. Lavelle (as per your instructions), a copy of which is attached hereto. We are not certain what 
arrangements were made thereafter between Pinchin and SusGlobal.
Compost analysis:
We understand that there were a total of 8 samples tested which were taken in January (2), March, April, June, July (2), 
and August. When Mr. Hamilton left the facility in September he instructed and trained an employee that SusGlobal 
hired on how to take samples and send them to the testing lab in order to remain in compliance with the ECA. Without 
completing the remaining three tests before year end, SusGlobal would be out of compliance. We understand that the 
employee sent out a test sample in September 2017 to A&L Canada Laboratories, but the testing was not paid for by 
SusGlobal so the lab did not release the results.
Kindest regards,
Angelo Consoli CA CPA CIRP LIT
Vice President
BDO Canada Limited
aconsoli@bdo.ca
805 - 25 Main Street W.
Hamilton, ON L8P 1H1 
Canada
Tel: 905-524-1008 x 2861 
Fax; 905-570-0249
www.bdo.ca

• Before you print think about the environment:

From: Gerald Hamaliuk [mailto:ghamaliuk@susglobalenergv.com1 
Sent: Tuesday, January 09, 2018 9:06 AM 
To: Consoli, Angelo <aconsoli(5>bdo.ca>
Cc: Andrew Chachula <achachula(5)gillespielaw.ca>: Marc M. Hazout <mhazout@susglobalenergv.com>: Ike 
Makrimichalos <imakrimichalos@susglobalenergv.com>
Subject: Sampling and Analysis for Astoria Organic Matters 
Angelo,
We looked for the analyses required by the ECA conditions for the site and only found one pond analysis as attached, 
and it is out of compliance for NH3 - 2.89 vs 0.02 allowed and Fe -1.15 vs 0.30 allowed. This should have triggered an 
Exceedence Report to the MOECC, a resample, and if that is still high, initiating the Stormwater Contingency Plan as 
attached. None of those actions was initiated, in direct contravention of the ECA conditions. I contacted the MOECC and 
there is no record of an Exceedence Report or resampling. We need this for the 2017 Annual Report. We also need the 
analyses for monthly and quarterly surface and groundwater samples to Q3 of 2017 as outlined in the Pinchin proposal 
attached. Pinchin did the analyses and Report for 2016, but when I contacted the branch that did the work in 2016, they 
confirmed that their proposal was not signed back and Pinchin did no analytical work. We also only have one compost 
analysis from August of 2017, but no more.
Please get back to us with the analytical results that are required as a condition of the ECA for the site during the time 
BDO operated same,
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The information contained in this communication is confidential and intended only for the use of those to whom it is addressed. If you have 
received this communication in error, please notify me by telephone (collect if necessary) and delete or destroy any copies of it. Thank you,

BDO Canada LLP (rind its affiliates), a Canadian limited liability partnership, is a member of BDO International Limited, a UK company limited 
by guarantee, and forms part of the international BDO network of independent member firms.

BDO is the brand name for the BDO network and for each of the BDO Member Firms,

Le contenu de ce couniel est confidentiel et a Lintention du (des) destinatalre(s) seulement. Si vous recevez cette transmission par erreur, 
veulllez m'aviser immediatement par telephone en utilisant le numero mentionne cf-haut (a frals vires si necessaire), Veuillez effacer ou 
detruire toutes copies de ce courriel recues. Merci de votre collaboration.

BDO Canada s.r.I./S.E.N.C.R.L (et ses filiales), une societe canadienne a responsabilite limitde/societe en nom collectif a responsabilite 
iimitee, est membre de BDO Internationa! Limited, societe de droit anglais, et fait partie du reseau international de societes membres 
independantes BDO,

BDO est la marque utilisee pour designer le reseau BDO et chacune de ses societes membres,
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February 15, 2018

Astoria Organic Matters Canada IP 
704 Phillipston Road 
Roslin, Ontario KOK 2Y0

E-mail: ahamilton@.astoriaorqanics.com

Attention: Mr. Allan Hamilton

Re: Annual Groundwater and Surface Water Sampling Programs
704 Phillipston Road, Roslin, Ontario 
Pinchin File: 103564.001

Further to your Request, Pinchin Ltd. (Pinchin) is pleased to provide Astoria Organic Matters Canada LP 

(Client) with the following summary letter in regards to the Annual Groundwater and Surface Water 

Sampling Programs for the above-noted property (Site).

It is Pinchin’s understanding that Annual Groundwater and Surface Water Sampling Programs had been 

requested by the Ontario Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change (“MOECC”) as part mandatory 

assessment criteria outlined within the Client's Environmental Compliance Approval (EGA) (# 1376- 

9GMR2) issued for the Site.

BACKGROUND

The Site was previouslyoccupied by the Client until April 2017, at which time it was taken over by a third 

party receiver. As per the Annual Groundwater and Surface Water Sampling Program conducted at the 

Site by Pinchin in 2016, a monthly Stormwater Effluent Sampling and Analysis Program was required at 

the Site for 2017. Based on the requirements of the EGA, monthly sampling events consist of, one grab 

stormwater effluent sample to be collected from the on-Site storm water management pond outlet. In 

addition, during each quarterly sampling event the following samples were to be collected:

One grab storm water effluent sample from the on~Site storm water management pond 

outlet;

One grab sample storm water effluent sample from the on-Site leachate pumping station; 

and

Eleven groundwater samples from existing monitoring wells (OW1, OW2, STNMW1-14, 

STNMW2-14S/D, STNM3-14S/D, BH3,BH4 and drive point piezometers STDP1-14 and 

STNWP2-14.

Pinchin Ltd.
1456 Centennial Drive, Suite 2, 2nd Floor, Kingston, ON K7P 0K4 
www.Pinchin.com THE PINCHIN GROUP

http://www.Pinchin.com
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FINAL

RESULTS OF 2016 ANNUAL SAMPLING PROGRAM

During the spring monitoring event on May 31, 2016, groundwater sampling event the

groundwater elevations ranged from 97.02 mREL at SNTMW1-14 to 99.51 mREL at 

STNMW3-14D. During the summer monitoring event on August 25, 2016, the 

groundwater elevations ranged from 95.90 mREL at OW1 to 97.70 mREL at STNMW3- 

14S and during the fall monitoring event on October 26, 2016, the groundwater 

elevations ranged from 95.90 mREL at OW1 to 98.10 mREL at STNMW2-14S. The 2016 

groundwater flow direction was interpreted to flow to the northwest;

• Based on Site specific information, the groundwater and leachate quality was assessed 

based on the ODWGS and the surface water quality was assessed based on the PWQO;

• Groundwater samples were collected from monitoring wells OW1, OW2, STNMW1 -14, 

STNMW2-14S/D, STNM3-14S/D, BH3, BH4, drive point piezometers STNWP2-14 and 

domestic weils located at 803 and 804 Phillipston Road in the spring, summer and fall. All 

groundwater samples were submitted for laboratory analysis of parameters identified in 

the EGAs for the Site;

• No samples were able to be collected from monitoring wells STNDP1-14 (spring, summer 

and fall) and STNDP2-14 (summer and fall) due to insufficient groundwater in those 

monitoring wells;

• Surface water samples were collected from monitoring locations Station 2 through Station 

5 and the leachate sampling point quarterly. All the surface water samples and leachate 

sample were submitted for laboratory analysis of parameters identified in the EGAs for 

the Site;

• No samples were able to be collected from the leachate sampling point in the spring and 

summer due to insufficient leachate level at the sampling point;

• All reported concentrations in the groundwater samples submitted for analysis satisfied 

the respective ODWQS parameters with the exception with the exception of the 

groundwater sample collected at STNMW2-14S which reported concentrations of nitrate 

as N that exceeded the ODWQS in the spring, summer and fall. Pinchin compared the 

results of this parameter compare to the leachate samples analytical results for nitrate as 

N. The nitrate as N results from the leachate sample were below the laboratory detection 

limits therefore the source of the Nitrate as N exhibited in monitoring well STNMW2-14S 

is likely not due to the composting operations at the Site. The concentrations of nitrate as 

N decreased throughout the year;

©2018 Pinchin Ltd. Page 2 of 4
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FINAL

The reported concentrations of the surface water samples submitted for analysis satisfied

the applicable PWQO, with the exception of the following:

• The surface water samples collected at up-gradient Station 2 which reported 

concentrations of total phosphorus exceeding the PWQOs from the spring and 

summer sampling events, concentrations of copper which exceeded the PWQOs 

from the winter sampling event and concentrations of iron which exceeded the 

PWQOs from the spring sampling event;

• The surface water samples collected at down-gradient Station 3 which reported 

concentrations of total phosphorus which exceeded the PWQOs from the spring, 

summer and fall sampling event and concentrations of iron which exceeded the 

PWQOs from the summer sampling event;

• The surface water samples collected at downgradient Station 4 which reported 

concentrations of iron which exceeded the PWQOs from the spring sampling 

event;

• The surface water samples collected at downgradient Station 5 which reported 

concentrations of iron which exceeded the PWQOs from the spring sampling 

event; and

» The reported concentrations of the leachate samples submitted for analysis satisfied the

applicable ODWQS.

Based on the results obtained from the 2016 Annual Monitoring Program, Pinchin did not identify any 

significant Site related impacts that would be considered non-compliant as per the EGA, It was Pinchin’s 

recommendation that the Site should continue the monitoring program in 2017 as outlined in the current 

EGAs for the Site.

2017 ANNUAL SAMPLING PROGRAM

Given the uncertainty with respect to the ownership of the Site starting in the spring of 2017, the Annual 

Sampling Program was never initiated. However, when the data generated as a result of the 2016 Annual 

Sampling Program is extrapolated forward, the concentrations of target parameters continue to show 

decreasing trends. Given there were no major anomalies or variations in the concentrations recorded 

during the 2016 sampling events, it is Pinchin’s opinion that the concentrations recorded in 2017 would 

have likely remained consistent with previous data provided waste processing completed on-Site in 2017 

had not exceeded regulated volumes.

© 2018 Pinchin Ltd. Page 3 of 4
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It should be noted that Pinchin also provided the MOECC with a storm water contingency program to 

account for seasonal anomalies in the event of a large wet event. This document is available under 

separate cover and was prepared in the spring of 2017 at the request of the MOECC.

Upon acceptance of the Stormwater contingency program by the MOECC, Pinchin provided a proposal to 

complete the remainder of the 2017 Annual Sampling Program to the receiver of the Site in August of 

2017. Authorization to proceed with the remaining 2017 sampling program has not been received at this 

time,

CLOSING

We trust that the information provided herein is sufficient for the Client to evaluate and consider the 

potential results of the 2017 Annual Sampling Program, If you have any questions, or require additional 

information, please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned.

We look forward to working with you on this assignment.

Sincerely,

Pinchin Ltd.

Prepared by: Reviewed by:

Ian Murdoch 
Senior Client Manager 
1-613-541-1013 Ext, 1602 
imurdoch@pinchin.com

Peter Roberts, B.A.Sc., P.Eng., QPESA 
Office Manager 
1-613-541-1013 Ext. 1603 
proberts@pinchin.com

103564.001 Final Sampling Summary Letter 704 Phiilipston Roslin Astoria.docx 

Tampiato: Master Proposal for Phase l) ESA/Staga 2 PSi, Frebnjary 4, 2015
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Subject:
Attachments:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

From: Consoli, Angelo <aconsoli@bdo.ca>
February-16-18 4:34 PM 
Gerald Hamaliuk
Andrew Chachula; Marc M. Hazout; Ike Makrimichalos; Kyle Plunkett; Scott Stoll; Mazur, 
Chris
RE: Sampling and Analysis for Astoria Organic Matters 
doc20170120151950 (l).pdf; 2430_001.pdf

Thanks for your e-mail Gerry, With respect to Action item #4, we have located the agreement with Cobourg as well as 
the e-mail to the MOECC to advise that the hauler of the leachate will be Smith’s Septic which we understand the 
MOECC accepted (please see attached). We will review the balance of your note and will get back to you as soon as 
possible.

Kindest regards,

Angelo Consoli CA CPA CIRP LIT
Vice President
BDO Canada Limited 
aconsoli@bdo.ca

805 - 25 Main Street W.
Hamilton, ON L8P 1H1
Canada
Tel: 905-524-1008 x 2861 
Fax: 905-570-0249 
www.bdo.ca

iA Before you print think about the environment

From: Gerald Hamaliuk [mailto:ghamaliuk(5)susglobalenergy.com]
Sent: Friday, February 16, 2018 2:46 PM 
To: Consoli, Angelo
Cc: Andrew Chachula ; Marc M. Hazout; Ike Makrimichalos ; Kyle Plunkett; Scott Stoll; Mazur, Chris 
Subject: RE: Sampling and Analysis for Astoria Organic Matters

Greetings Angelo,

I want to clarify a few items in your response:

Action Item #3 is to provide to the MOECC Director quarterly analyses of leachate. That was done for 2016, but not for 
Q1 of 2017, which was also part of the request.
Action item #4 is to provide a signed Agreement for disposing of leachate, including the name and approval number of 
the hauler-Smith's Septic is not an approved hauler of hazardous liquid waste. We do not have a copy of the 
Agreement with Cobourg WWTP.

Please provide a copy of the Letter Agreement from Pinchin in August of 2017 regarding the water testing that you 
forwarded to SusGlobal. We cannot find it. Maybe you are confusing it with the odor testing program?

We did not ask for the biofilter data results - they did not go into the 2016 Annual Report and are not part of the 
monitoring requirement. We asked for the quarterly analyses of the biofilter media, which is required in the ECA.

l
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In summary, Astoria and BDO have no analytical results to offer for the monitoring required in the ECA for 2017 except 
for 6 compost analyses?

Best regards,

Gerry Hamaliuk 
SusGlobal Energy

From: Consoli, Angelo fmailto:aconsoli(S)bdo.cal
Sent: February 16, 2018 1:01 PM
To: Gerald Hamaliuk <ghamaliuk@susglobalenerRV,com>
Cc: Andrew Chachula <achachula(a»gillespielaw.ca>: Marc M. Hazout <mhazout(5)susglobalenergv,com>: Ike 
Makrimichalos <imakrimichalos(5)susglobalenergv.com>: Kyle Plunkett <kplunkett@airdberlis.com>: Scott Stoll 
<sstoll(5)airdberli5.com>; Mazur, Chris <CMazur@bdo.ca>
Subject: RE: Sampling and Analysis for Astoria Organic Matters

Greetings Gerry, we have been following up on and/or compiling the information requested and can advise as follows:

With respect to Action Items #3 and #4 from the MOECC report, based on our discussions with Mr. Hamilton, we 
understand that Item #3 related to the 2016 Annual report and was complied with, but we do not have the 
documentation in support of this as the Receiver did not remove the records from the Astoria site. With respect to 
item #4, per Mr. Hamilton, an arrangement was made with the Cobourg Waste Water Treatment Plant for the off-site 
disposal of the Leachate and the carrier was Smith’s Septic.

In reference to the analysis you have requested further below (i.e. items #1 to #5), we have been in contact with 
Pinchin regarding items #1, 2 and 4. We had understood that the Q1 testing was completed, however, Pinchin has 
advised us that the testing was not initiated but that they believe the results are trending in the right direction based 
on the 2016 results. A copy of a letter issued by Pinchin is attached hereto for your reference and we are advised you 
can append the letter to your Annual Report. As previously noted below, the Receiver was notified in August 2017 that 
there was no agreement in place with Astoria and on September 12th when Pinchin responded to the Receiver that the 
testing would be performed by the end of September, Pinchin was advised to contact SusGlobal relating to the ongoing 
testing.

With respect to the Biofilter reports (item #3) we have sourced a report for each month and Al has reviewed the 
reports and advised this is the information that he would include in the Annual Report. If you have any specific 
questions about the reports, you can contact Mr. Hamilton. Please note that the formatting of the reports changed 
from ‘txt’ files to ‘csv’ files after March and the post March reports all have the same title. Accordingly, to make it 
easier to identify the applicable month, I will send a distinct e-mail for each monthly report (i.e. for April to 
September) so that you know which month the report relates to. The data for certain of the months totals approx. 9 
MB so I will send the April through September reports to you, to avoid everyone on this chain having full e-mail boxes. 
If you do not get a separate e-mail for each month from April to September please let me know and I can resend any 
that don’t get through.

With regards to item #5, the information was provided in a prior e-mail dated January 25, 2018.

Kindest regards,

Angelo Consoli CA CPA CIRP LIT
Vice President 
BDO Canada Limited 
aconsoli@bdo. ca

805 - 25 Main Street W.
Hamilton, ON L8P 1H1
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From: Gerald Hamaliuk [mailto:ghamaliuk(5)$usglobalenergv.com1 
Sent: Tuesday, February 13, 2018 4:06 PM 
To: Consoli, Angelo <aconsoli@bdo.ca>
Cc: Andrew Chachula <achachula(5)gillespielaw.ca>: Marc M. Hazout <mhazout(5>susglobalenergv.com>: Ike 
Makrimichalos <imakrimichalos@susglobalenergv.com>: Kyle Plunkett <kplunkett@airdberlis.com>: Scott Stoll 
<sstoll@airdberlis.com>; Mazur, Chris <CMazur@bdo.ca>
Subject: RE: Sampling and Analysis for Astoria Organic Matters

Angelo,

I have not received any response to my Jan. 24 e-mail below. Could you please let us know the status of both Action 
items 3&4 from the MOECC Report and the list of required analyses below. The Annual Report is due in March and we 
are finalizing the draft Report for review by our Compliance Committee. We would appreciate your response by end of 
this week.

Thank you,

Gerry Hamaliuk 
SusGlobal Energy

From: Gerald Hamaliuk
Sent: January 24, 2018 9:49 AM
To: 'Consoli, Angelo' <aconsoli(5>bdo.ca>
Cc: Andrew Chachula <achachula(5?gillespielaw.ca>; Marc M. Hazout <mhazout(5)susgtobalenergv.com>; Ike 
Makrimichalos <imakrimichalos(5>susglobalenergy.com>: Kyle Plunkett <kplunkett@airdberlis.com>; Scott Stoll 
<sstoll@airdberlis.com>: Mazur, Chris <CMazur(5)bdo.ca>
Subject: RE: Sampling and Analysis for Astoria Organic Matters

Angelo,

We went through the files onsite again and could find no detail or analytical results for the following:

From the Report you attached, Section 5 has a number of Actions to be taken. Could you forward details for Action 
items 3 & 4?

Please let us know if the following analyses are available:

1. Quarterly analyses of the 2 creeks and Eastern Swale water
2. Quarterly analyses of leachate
3. Quarterly analyses of biofilter media
4. Quarterly analyses of groundwater wells
5. Compost analyses as required - we have the analysis of the compost sample from late August only
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SusGlobal appreciates that BDO only had control of the site for Q2 and Q3, but the records from operations in Q1 wen 
also acquired when SusGlobal purchased the assets and we need those analyses in order to complete the 2017 
Environmental Report. If we do not have the analyses on file, we will so advise the MOECC.

Best regards,

Gerry Hamaliuk 
SusGlobal Energy

From: Consoli, Angelo fmailto:aconsoli@bdo.ca1
Sent: January 17, 2018 10:03 AM
To: Gerald Hamaliuk <ghamaliuk@susglobalenergy.com>
Cc: Andrew Chachula <achachula(S>gitlespielaw.ca>: Marc M. Hazout <mhazout@susglobalenergv.com>; Ike 
Makrimichalos <imakrimichalos@susgiobalenergv.com>: Kyle Plunkett <kplunkett@airdberlis.com>; Scott Stoll 
<sstoll@airdber!is.com>; Mazur, Chris <CMazur@bdo.ca>
Subject: RE: Sampling and Analysis for Astoria Organic Matters

Gerry, we are writing in response to your e-mail. We disagree with various assertions therein and we address certain 
below.

Pond analysis:
Our understanding is that no water exited the pond as a result of VanSoelen incorrectly building the pond. Once the 
pond was corrected the outfall where testing is to be taken should be the first overflow point and therefore testing 
should be able to commence as per the ECA.

Our understanding is that prior to Closing, the only testing that occurred was by Pinchin as we outlined in our e-mail 
below and that Pinchin and Mr. Hamilton both discussed this with the MOECC officer. This was documented in a 
December 2016 Industrial Sewage Report - Section 2.2. Attached for your convenience is the MOECC’s response relating 
to this matter. The Receiver understands that the actions required therein, were of an administrative nature and were 
all complied with prior to the receivership.

Surface and groundwater samples:
Pinchin performed the test in Q1. As previously advised, in August 2017 they advised us of the lack of a signed 
agreement and on September 12, 2017 that the next sample would be taken at the end of the month and they 
acknowledged it would therefore be discussed with the purchaser and not the Receiver. Pinchin has been asked for a 
copy of the Q1 report.

Regarding the e-mail correspondence with Pinchin (copied to Mr. Lavelle), it was at your request that we send notices 
to all of the suppliers to provide them Mr. Lavelle’s contact information to set up accounts and arrange for ongoing 
services. What was discussed between Pinchin and Mr. Lavelle, is not known to us, but as noted above, only 2 days 
earlier Pinchin acknowledged they needed to be in contact with the Purchaser to discuss ongoing service 
arrangements.

Compost Analysis:
Mr. Hamilton trained Vanessa prior to his departure on September 14, 2017 on how to collect and submit a sample and 
we understand that Vanessa later trained an employee named Nick on how to take a sample and submit it to AfitL.

The Biofilter media was tested by Astoria daily on the web-based Odour Control System which, with the exception of 
Ammonia as discussed further below, tested a number of items including humidity, air temperatures, moisture, etc. As 
a result, Astoria did not perform quarterly testing as testing was performed daily. We understand that the Web-Based 
data was sent to a cellular phone number maintained by Mr. Hamilton and that SusGlobal funded the cost for one 
month after Closing and then requested that Mr. Hamilton release the number and SusGlobal acknowledged that Mr. 
Lavelle would make arrangements directly with Telus for the transfer of the account. With regards to the Ammonia 
testing, Vanessa performed the testing twice daily and documented the results in a folder at the site called “Ammonia 
Test Results”.
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We would encourage you to review the 2016 Annual Report. We understand Mr. Hamilton prepared it in a format 
lined up with the ECA points and that the MOECC was satisfied with its contents and style of reporting.

Kindest regards,

Angelo Consoli CA CPA CiRP LIT
Vice President 
BDO Canada Limited 
aconsoli@bdo.ca

805 - 25 Main Street W. 
Hamilton, ON L8P 1H1 
Canada
Tel: 905-524-1008 x 2861 
Fax: 905-570-0249 
www.bdo.ca

Before you print think about the environment

From: Gerald Hamaliuk fmailto:ghamaliuk(S)susglobalenergv,com1 
Sent: Friday, January 12, 2018 9:07 AM 
To: Consoli, Angelo <aconsoli(5)bdo.ca>
Cc: Andrew Chachula <achachuia(5)Rillespieiaw.ca>: Marc M. Hazout <mhazout(5)susglobalenergv,com>; Ike 
Makrimichalos <imakrimichalos@susglobalenergv.com>: Kyle Plunkett <kplunkett@airdberlis.com>: Scott Stoll 
<sstoll@airdberlis,com>: Mazur, Chris <CMazur(5)bdo.ca>
Subject: RE: Sampling and Analysis for Astoria Organic Matters

Angelo,

Your responses to the ECA requirements for the time BDO was responsible for operations and the sample taken during 
January, 2017 do not coincide with the requirements of the EGAs for the site.

Pond Analysis/Testing and Groundwater:

ECA 5515-9VEL3J in Tablel requires quarterly testing of the pond outfall during periods of rainfall when there is a flow 
out of the ponds. May of 2017 had record rainfall that did not allow farmers to complete seeding because the soil was 
saturated with water, causing tractors to become stuck in the fields. The ponds accumulate rainfall from 8.08 acres of 
surface, more than half of which is covered by asphalt, so no seepage into groundwater. It is hard to believe no water 
exited the ponds, but we will report to the MOECC that no outfall occurred during the time BDO operated the site, 
quoting your assertion. However, Table 2 requires monthly sampling of the water in the pond outlet with a reduced 
analytical requirement and no stipulation that a flow is required at the time of sampling. This is likely the analytical 
result we found for January, 2017. Contrary to your assertions, Katy Potter has no record or recollection of the result 
being reported to the MOECC, despite the NH3 being more than 100 times the allowable level and the Fe being more 
than 3 times the allowable level. We will submit this analysis with the Annual Report, stating it was not reported to the 
MOECC. SusGlobal reported a similar result to the MOECC in Q4 and the result was a request for a resample and 
adherence to the terms of the Stormwater Contingency Plan for the site, as developed by Astoria Organic Matters.

Surface and groundwater samples:

ECA 0031-7UTRSS requires groundwater and surface water samples to be taken and analyzed each quarter. Tablel lists 
the wells that are included and analytical requirements. We could not find a record of any analyses from the wells. In 
addition, Table 2 requires surface water samples quarterly from Chrysal Creek and Number 10 Creek, both upstream 
and downstream for both and from the Eastern Swale outlet. We could not find the record of these analyses. Please 
forward at your earliest convenience.
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The e-mail you attached to the January 10, 2018 response has nothing at all to do with testing of surface and 
groundwater by Pinchin. Rather, the only activity it refers to is the odor sampling and reporting from the Odor Survey 
Pinchin conducted for BDO in July, 2017, which was completely botched up and left for SusGlobal to determine an 
appropriate approach to complete the reporting for EGA compliance. We do not understand how the attached e-mail is 
relevant to the subject at hand.

Compost Analysis:

First, how could Al Hamilton train an employee hired by SusGlobal on or after Sept. 18 when he was not onsite after 
Sept. 15? In fact, I am the one who took the first two composite samples, inserted into a bag and sent them to A&L for 
analysis via Canada Post. The final composite sample and sample from the biofilter media were collected by Min Qiu 
and sent to A&L after we completed screening in late fall, so no one "trained" by Al Hamilton ever sampled the 
compost. The allegation that SusGlobal did not pay A&L and thus did not receive any compost analytical results is 
absurd and I am very surprised that you would make such a statement. All samples sent in were analyzed and the 
results were sent to us in good time and then sent to the MOECC immediately when received, which is what was 
requested by the MOECC.

The biofilter media also required sampling and testing on a quarterly basis, which SusGlobal did for the fourth quarter. 
We could not find any record of the testing of the biofilter media during the first 3 quarters of 2017, Please forward 
such test results for the Annua! Report compliance.

Contrary to your responses in the e-mail of January 10, 2018, there are many requirements for analytical testing during 
the time BDO operated the compost site. We did not think we needed to go into the details for analyses in our first 
communication, as BDO would have been familiar with the ECA compliance requirements for the site. We provide 
details in this response so there is no doubt regarding testing requirements.

Best regards,

Gerry Hamaliuk 
SusGlobal Energy

From: Consoli, Angelo fmailto:aconsoli(S)bdo.ca1
Sent: January 10, 2018 4:58 PM
To: Gerald Hamaliuk <ghamaliuk(a>susglobalenergy.com>
Cc: Andrew Chachula <achachula@gillespielaw.ca>; Marc M. Hazout <mhazout@susglobalenergv.com>: Ike 
Makrimichalos <imakrimichalos@susglobalenergv.com>: Kyle Plunkett <kplunkett@airdberlis.com>: Scott Stoll 
<sstoll@airdberlis.com>: Mazur, Chris <CMazur@bdo.ca>
Subject: RE: Sampling and Analysis for Astoria Organic Matters

Gerry,

Thank you for your note. We have reviewed your e-mail and can advise you as follows with respect to your various 
queries:

Pond Analysis / Testing:

We understand that the pond testing is required only when the sample can be obtained from the outfall structure of the 
storm water pond. The outfall did not have water flow through it when under the management of Astoria or BDO.

The single sample referred to in your email was taken by Pinchin but the sample was taken directly from the pond (i.e. 
the still portion of water in the pond). This was determined by the MOECC as a false sample as the sample requires flow.
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Katy Potter of the MOECC, during the Sewer Water ECA audit, considered this not to be a true sample and excluded it 
from any required reporting. We were to wait to take any sampling until outfall occurred from the pond outlet 
structure.

Up to the Closing Date, September 15, 2017, no samples were taken as the outfall was not active. We understand this 
simply needs to be stated in the annual report filed with the MOECC. However, we understand that after the pond re
construction, which was completed in November / December 2017, sampling should have commenced again by the 
facility owner (SusGlobal).

Surface and groundwater samples:

We understand that Pinchin performed this testing in or around March 2017, however, they realized they didn't have a 
signed agreement with Astoria so they did not perform further testing. The Receiver was made aware of this on August 
22, 2017 when a proposal was sent to BDO for approval. The Receiver made immediate enquiries of Pinchin with 
respect to the anticipated timing of the next testing. On September 12, 2017, Pinchin responded to advise the Receiver 
that the next test could be performed by the end of September 2017 and asked if they should therefore deal with the 
Purchaser. On September 13, 2017, when SusGlobal confirmed its intention to complete the transaction contemplated 
by the APA, we advised Pinchin that they should therefore review this matter with the Purchaser. Furthermore, after 
Closing, at 4:33 p.m. on September 15, 2017, we sent a follow up email notice and an introductory e-mail to Pinchin 
with a copy to Mr. Lavelle (as per your instructions), a copy of which is attached hereto. We are not certain what 
arrangements were made thereafter between Pinchin and SusGlobal.

Compost analysis:

We understand that there were a total of 8 samples tested which were taken in January (2), March, April, June, July (2), 
and August. When Mr. Hamilton left the facility in September he instructed and trained an employee that SusGlobal 
hired on how to take samples and send them to the testing lab in order to remain in compliance with the ECA. Without 
completing the remaining three tests before year end, SusGlobal would be out of compliance. We understand that the 
employee sent out a test sample in September 2017 to A&L Canada Laboratories, but the testing was not paid for by 
SusGlobal so the lab did not release the results.

Kindest regards,

Angelo Consoti CA CPA C1RP LIT 
Vice President 
BDO Canada Limited 
aconsoU@bdo.ca

805 - 25 Main Street W.
Hamilton, ON L8P 1H1
Canada
Tel: 905-524-1008 x 2861 
Fax: 905-570-0249 
www.bdo.ca

Before you print think about the environment

From: Gerald Hamaliuk lmailto:ghamaliuk(5>susglobalenergv.coml 
Sent: Tuesday, January 09, 2018 9:06 AM 
To: Consoli, Angelo <aconsoli(5)bdo.ca>
Cc: Andrew Chachula <achachula(5)gillespielaw.ca>; Marc M. Hazout <mhazout(5>susglobalenergv.com>; Ike 
Makrimichalos <imakrimichalos(5)susglobalenergv.com>
Subject: Sampling and Analysis for Astoria Organic Matters
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Angelo,
23

We looked for the analyses required by the ECA conditions for the site and only found one pond analysis as attached, 
and it is out of compliance for NH3 - 2.89 vs 0.02 allowed and Fe -1.15 vs 0.30 allowed. This should have triggered an 
Exceedence Report to the MOECC, a resample, and if that is still high, initiating the Stormwater Contingency Plan as 
attached. None of those actions was initiated, in direct contravention of the ECA conditions. I contacted the MOECC and 
there is no record of an Exceedence Report or resampling. We need this for the 2017 Annual Report. We also need the 
analyses for monthly and quarterly surface and groundwater samples to Q3 of 2017 as outlined in the Pinchin proposal 
attached. Pinchin did the analyses and Report for 2016, but when I contacted the branch that did the work in 2016, they 
confirmed that their proposal was not signed back and Pinchin did no analytical work. We also only have one compost 
analysis from August of 2017, but no more.

Please get back to us with the analytical results that are required as a condition of the ECA for the site during the time 
BDO operated same,

SiisStoisi Isifjy Oorp, 
8»aM ft HiiBiaitai 

Ciilef Bscrtwg Officer
300 Dafafipsft Rc-atf

Toronto, Ontario 
Canada, WSR1J2 

Tiliptw® 
41 §.223.8500

Toll Tree

Facsimile
416 233 5507

E*wil
*r<;:yy com

Website
Wftf.swtfoto r r m
4 Cma) tiwm

SusGlobal \
CiSrintj frr-r

The information contained in this communication is confidential and intended only for the use of those to whom it is addressed, If you have 
received this communication in error, please notify me by telephone (collect if necessary) and delete or destroy any copies of it. Thank you.

BDO Canada LLP (and its affiliates), a Canadian limited liability partnership, is a member of BDO Internationa! limited, a UK company limited 
by guarantee, and forms part of the international BDO network of independent member firms,

BDO is the brand name for the BDO network and for each of the BDO Member Firms.

le contenu de ce courriel est confidentiel et a I'intention du (des) destinataire(s) seulement Si vous recevez cette transmission par erreur, 
veuiliez m'aviser imrnediatement par telephone en utilisant le numero mentionne ci-haut (a frais vires si necessaire). Veuillez effacer ou 
detruire toutes copies de ce courriel rec;ues. Merci de votre collaboration.

BDO Canada s.r.I./S.E.N.C.R.t. (etses filiales), une societe canadlenne a responsabilite limitee/societe en norn collectif a responsabiiite 
limitee, est membre de BDO International Limited, societe de droit anglais, et fait partie du reseau international de societes rnembres 
independantes BDO.

BDO est la marque utilisee pour designer le reseau BDO et chacune de ses societes rnembres.
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From: Al Hamilton rmc)ilto:ahamiiton(^astoriaoraanlcs.com1
Sent: February 5, 2017 7:09 PM
To: ;james.Mahoriev@0iitari&.ea
Cc: Potter, Katy (MOECC) f Katv.P6.tter®ontario.ifeal
Subject: FW: Signed letter

James and Katy,

As per our Industrial Sewage Inspection Report Section 5.0 point 4. please see attached letter from the Cobourg waste 
water treatment plant. They can accept our leachate waters.

The hauling company will be Smith's Septic licence number 3142-858RH9.

I trust this satisfies this action required.

Allan Hamilton, MBA 
President & CEO 
Astoria Organic Matters Ltd.

cellular: 613 449-6214
email: aham i lton@astoriaorgan ics.com

organic matters

From: Jennifer Leno [malj.tGtifen0.(.u,(*'Oljourg.£a] 
Sent: February 2, 2017 9:22 AM 
To: Al Hamilton 
Subject: Re: Signed letter

Hi A
i



Here you go!!

Cheers!

Jenn

Jennifer leno, BSc.
Environmental Officer
Risk Management Official and Inspector
Environmental Services
Town of Cobourg
905-372-7332

Chairperson, MESUG

From: Al Hamilton <ahamilton@astoriaorRanics,com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 31, 2017 4:56 PM 
To: Jennifer Leno 
Subject: Signed letter

Jennifer,
I know you sent the signed letter, but J do not see the email. Can you resend it please. So sorry thanks.

Allan Hamilton, MBA 
President & CEO 
Astoria Organic Matters Ltd,

cellular: 613 449-6214
email: ahalni.lton@astoriaorcanics..eom

organic matters

2
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Victoria Hall 
55 King Street West 
Cobourg, ON.
K9A 2M2

Jan, 16,2017

A1 Hamilton
Astoria Organic Matters Canada LP 
704 Phillipson Road 
Roslin, Ontario 
KOK 2Y0

Dear Mr. Hamilton:

We have reviewed the analytical data for the leachate collected from the Astoria Organic 
Matters facility in Roslin, Ontario. Based on this data we are confident that our Sequence 
Batch Reactor (SBR), located at the Lucas Point Water Pollution Control Plant on 
Normal* Road, will be able to adequately treat this material on a contingency basis.

The available capacity in the SBR varies from day to day, depending on others who have 
elected to use our facility for similar purposes. In this regard we would ask that you 
please contact us prior to sending this material, to arrange an appropriate time for 
delivery. Verbal consent to discharge at the Lucas Point facility can be obtained from 
one of the following:

1. Bill Peeples (Environmental Services Manager): 905-372-7332
2. Scott Huffman (Forman at Lucas Point facility): 905-372-5539
3. Jennifer Leno (Environmental Technician): 905-372-7332

It is understood by all parties that there can be no guarantees that the Town of Cobourg 
can unconditionally accept the leachate from your facility. Domestic leachate from our 
landfill sites must be accepted on a priority basis. If tire incoming volume from your 
facility would cause us to exceed the maximum capacity of the SBR unit, we would not 
be able to accept it. Historically, such conditions are rare; however, we would like you to 
be aware that this is a possibility.



The address of the facility to which you are to discharge your leachate is:

Lucas Point Water Pollution Control Plant (Plant #2)
95 Normal’ Road 
Cobourg, Ontario 
K9A 4J8 
905-372-5539

The disposal rate for leachate is dependent upon the organic strength of the material 
received. Our rate schedule can be obtained from the Town of Cobourg website at 
www.cobourg.ca or by contacting Jennifer Leno at the 905-372-7732.

If you have any questions regarding this issue, please give me a call,

Bill Peeples, Manager 
Environmental Services 
Town of Cobourg 
905-372-7332

http://www.cobourg.ca


Miranda Spence
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject-
Attachments:

Consoli, Angelo <aconsoli@bdo.ca>
February-23-18 5:44 PM 
Gerald Hamaliuk
Andrew Chachula; Marc M. Hazout; Ike Makrimichalos; Kyle Plunkett; Scott Stoll; Mazur, 
Chris
RE: Sampling and Analysis for Astoria Organic Matters 
2526_001.pdf

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Greetings Gerry, we are writing in response to your e-mails below. With respect to the data requested, we have put a copy 
of the server back-up on a US B key and it is being couriered to your office to your attention along with files on the MOE 
and contracts. The password for the USB Key is: 80id8w*q2##M

Regarding the other matters we note as follows:

Action Item: #3 - we clarified this with Mr. Hamilton and he advised that Pinch in Environmental was the party 
that would cany out this testing. However, as per our prior correspondence, this testing was not initiated by Pinchin and is 
therefore reflected in the Pinchin letter that pertains to the 2017 testing.

Regarding Action item #4, we located the response of the MOECC District Manager accepting Astoria’s 
arrangement and Smith’s Septic as a hauler. A copy is attached for your reference.

With respect to the biofilter data, we understand that the biofilter data results did form part of the 2016 annual 
report. The biofilter data results for the biofilter was tested on a daily basis and Mr. Hamilton advises that he appended 
samples for the MOECC’s consideration and all other daily test results were available to the MOECC upon request. 
Astoria did not summarize these results into quarterly reports as the MOECC accepted the daily results. There is a file 
called Odour Control that is included in the MOE file on the USB key which contains the testing results.

In addition, Ammonia had to be tested as a separate test which Astoria performed and recorded. Mr. Hamilton 
advises that the testing was conducted twice a day within an 8 hour period and the results were recorded in the scale 
computer in a spreadsheet maintained by Vanessa and called ‘Ammonia Testing’. Vanessa also maintained a hard copy in 
a file called ‘Bio Filter Building file’.

In summary, our understanding is that the testing requirements include:

1) Sewer Works EGA - Pinchin did not perform the testing as per the Pinchin letter dated Februaiy 15, 2018;

2) Waste Site EGA - The compost testing and biofilter testing were completed on a daily basis up to the closing date 
- as noted above, the MOE file contains the daily results;

3) Noise and Air EGA - as you are aware, Pinchin performed this testing (not under normal Astoria operating 
procedures) in July 2017 and issued their DRAFT report on October 5, 2017, a copy of which was not provided to 
the Receiver.

Kindest regards,

Angelo Consoli CA CPA CIRP LIT 
Vice President 
BDO Canada Limited

l
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aconsoH@bdo.ca 29
805 - 25 Main Street W. 
Hamilton, ON L8P 1H1 
Canada
Tel: 905-524-1008 x2861 
Fax: 905-570-0249
www.bdo.ca

ii!| Before you print think about the environment

From: Gerald Hamaliuk [mailto:ghamaliul<@susglobalenergv.com1 
Sent: Sunday, February 18, 2018 7:21 PM 
To: Consoli, Angelo <aconsoli(S)bdo.ca>
Cc: Andrew Chachula <achachula@gillespielaw.ca>: Marc M. Hazout <mhazout(5)susglobalenergv.com>: Ike 
Makrimichalos <imakrimichalos@susglobalenergv.com>; Kyle Plunkett <kplunkett(5>airdberlis.com>; Scott Stoll 
<sstoll@airdberlis.com>: Mazur, Chris <CMazur@bdo.ca>
Subject: RE: Sampling and Analysis for Astoria Organic Matters

Thank you for this, Angelo.

We have looked through all the files in the computers on site and the back-up on the Cloud, but cannot find all these 
files and communications you are coming up with. Since last September, we have paid huge fees to the IT firm that 
worked with Astoria and he still cannot access this information. Could you please send all the back-up files that BDO 
said they had downloaded and Astoria e-mails that pertain to matters for ECA compliance and contract matters? None 
of this information is in the system onsite, so it must be on some other device and we need to have access to that 
information. This should include the e-mail to Cobourg that has the leachate analysis in an attachment that is 
referenced.

Best regards,

Gerry Hamaliuk 
SusGlobal Energy

From: Consoli, Angelo [mailto:aconsoli(5)bdo.ca1
Sent: February 16, 2018 4:35 PM
To: Gerald Hamaliuk <ghamaliuk(5>susglobalenergv.com>
Cc: Andrew Chachula <achachula@gillespielaw.ca>: Marc M. Hazout <mhazout(a>susglobalenergy.com>: Ike 
Makrimichalos <imakrimichalos(5?susglobalenergv.com>: Kyle Plunkett <kplunkett(5?airdberlis.com>: Scott Stoll 
<sstoll(5>airdberlis.com>; Mazur, Chris <CMazur(5)bdo.ca>
Subject: RE: Sampling and Analysis for Astoria Organic Matters

Thanks for your e-mail Gerry. With respect to Action item #4, we have located the agreement with Cobourg as well as 
the e-mail to the MOECC to advise that the hauler of the leachate will be Smith’s Septic which we understand the 
MOECC accepted (please see attached). We will review the balance of your note and will get back to you as soon as 
possible.

Kindest regards,

Angelo Consoli CA CPA CIRP LIT
Vice President 
BDO Canada Limited
aconsoli@bdo.ca

805 - 25 Main Street W.
2
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Hamilton, ON L8P 1H1 
Canada
Tel: 905-524-1008 x 2861 
Fax: 905-570-0249
www.bdo.ca

s#j Before you print think about the environment

From: Gerald Hamaliuk fmailto:Khamaliuk(S?susglobalenergy.com1 
Sent: Friday, February 16, 2018 2:46 PM 
To: Consoli, Angelo <aconsoli@bdo.ca>
Cc: Andrew Chachula <achachula(S)gillespielaw.ca>; Marc M. Hazout <mhazout(5)susglobalenergv.com>: Ike 
Makrimichalos <imakrimichalos@susglobalenergv.com>: Kyle Plunkett <kplunketti5)airdberlis.com>; Scott Stoll 
<sstoll(S)airdberlis.com>; Mazur, Chris <CMazur(5>bdo.ca>
Subject: RE: Sampling and Analysis for Astoria Organic Matters

Greetings Angelo,

I want to clarify a few items in your response:

Action Item #3 is to provide to the MOECC Director quarterly analyses of leachate. That was done for 2016, but not for 
Q1 of 2017, which was also part of the request.
Action item #4 is to provide a signed Agreement for disposing of leachate, including the name and approval number of 
the hauler - Smith's Septic is not an approved hauler of hazardous liquid waste. We do not have a copy of the 
Agreement with Cobourg WWTP.

Please provide a copy of the Letter Agreement from Pinchin in August of 2017 regarding the water testing that you 
forwarded to SusGlobal. We cannot find it. Maybe you are confusing it with the odor testing program?

We did not ask for the biofilter data results - they did not go into the 2016 Annual Report and are not part of the 
monitoring requirement. We asked for the quarterly analyses of the biofilter media, which is required in the ECA.

In summary, Astoria and BDO have no analytical results to offer for the monitoring required in the ECA for 2017 except 
for 6 compost analyses?

Best regards,

Gerry Hamaliuk 
SusGlobal Energy

From: Consoli, Angelo fmaiito:aconsoli(5)bdo,ca1
Sent: February 16, 2018 1:01 PM
To: Gerald Hamaliuk <ghamaliuk(S)susglobalenergv.com>
Cc: Andrew Chachula <achachula@gillespielaw.ca>: Marc M. Hazout <mhazout(5)susglobalenergv.com>: Ike 
Makrimichalos <imakrimichalos(5>susglobalenergv.com>: Kyle Plunkett <kplunkett(5>airdberlis.com>; Scott Stoll 
<sstoll(5)airdberlis.com>: Mazur, Chris <CMazur(5)bdo.ca>
Subject: RE: Sampling and Analysis for Astoria Organic Matters

Greetings Gerry, we have been following up on and/or compiling the information requested and can advise as follows:

3
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With respect to Action Items #3 and #4 from the MOECC report, based on our discussions with Mr. Hamilton, we j ]
understand that Item #3 related to the 2016 Annual report and was complied with, but we do not have the 
documentation in support of this as the Receiver did not remove the records from the Astoria site. With respect to 
item #4, per Mr. Hamilton, an arrangement was made with the Cobourg Waste Water Treatment Plant for the off-site 
disposal of the Leachate and the carrier was Smith’s Septic.

In reference to the analysis you have requested further below (i.e. items #1 to #5), we have been in contact with 
Pinchin regarding items #1, 2 and 4. We had understood that the Q1 testing was completed, however, Pinchin has 
advised us that the testing was not initiated but that they believe the results are trending in the right direction based 
on the 2016 results. A copy of a letter issued by Pinchin is attached hereto for your reference and we are advised you 
can append the letter to your Annual Report. As previously noted below, the Receiver was notified in August 2017 that 
there was no agreement in place with Astoria and on September 12th when Pinchin responded to the Receiver that the 
testing would be performed by the end of September, Pinchin was advised to contact SusGlobal relating to the ongoing 
testing.

With respect to the Biofilter reports (item #3) we have sourced a report for each month and Al has reviewed the 
reports and advised this is the information that he would include in the Annual Report. If you have any specific 
questions about the reports/you can contact Mr. Hamilton. Please note that the formatting of the reports changed 
from ‘txt’ files to ‘csv’ files after March and the post March reports all have the same title. Accordingly, to make it 
easier to identify the applicable month, I will send a distinct e-mail for each monthly report (i.e. for April to 
September) so that you know which month the report relates to. The data for certain of the months totals approx. 9 
MB so I will send the April through September reports to you, to avoid everyone on this chain having full e-mail boxes.
If you do not get a separate e-mail for each month from April to September please let me know and I can resend any 
that don’t get through.

With regards to item #5, the information was provided in a prior e-mail dated January 25, 2018.

Kindest regards,

Angelo Consol? CA CPA CIRP LIT 
Vice President 
BDO Canada Limited
aconsoli@bdo.ca

805 - 25 Main Street W.
Hamilton, ON L8P 1H1 
Canada
Tel: 905-524-1008x 2861 
Fax: 905-570-0249 
www.bdo.ca

Before you print think about the environment

From: Gerald Hamaliuk [mailto:ghamaliuk(5)susglobalenergv,com1 
Sent: Tuesday, February 13, 2018 4:06 PM 
To: Consoli, Angelo <aconsoli@bdo.ca>
Cc: Andrew Chachula <achachula@gillespielaw.ca>; Marc M. Hazout <mhazout@susglobalenergv.com>; Ike 
Makrimichalos <imakrimichalos@susglobalenergv.com>; Kyle Plunkett <kplunkett@airdberlis.com>; Scott Stoll 
<sstoll@airdberlis.com>; Mazur, Chris <CMazur@bdo,ca>
Subject: RE: Sampling and Analysis for Astoria Organic Matters

Angelo,

I have not received any response to my Jan. 24 e-mail below. Could you please let us know the status of both Action 
items 3&4 from the MOECC Report and the list of required analyses below. The Annual Report is due in March and we 
are finalizing the draft Report for review by our Compliance Committee. We would appreciate your response by end of 
this week.
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Thank you,
32

Gerry Hamaliuk 
SusGlobal Energy

From: Gerald Hamaliuk
Sent: January 24, 2018 9:49 AM
To: 'Consoli, Angelo' <aconsoli@bdo.ca>
Cc: Andrew Chachula <achachula(5)gillespielaw.ca>: Marc M. Hazout <mhazout(5)susglobalenergv.com>: Ike 
Makrimichalos <imakrimichalos(5)susglobalenergv.com>: Kyle Plunkett <kplunkett@airdberlis.com>: Scott Stoll 
<sstoll@airdberlis.com>: Mazur, Chris <CMazur(5)bdo.ca>
Subject: RE: Sampling and Analysis for Astoria Organic Matters

Angelo,

We went through the files onsite again and could find no detail or analytical results for the following:

From the Report you attached, Section 5 has a number of Actions to be taken. Could you forward details for Action 
items 3 & 4?

Please let us know if the following analyses are available:

1. Quarterly analyses of the 2 creeks and Eastern Swale water
2. Quarterly analyses of leachate
3. Quarterly analyses of biofitter media
4. Quarterly analyses of groundwater wells
5. Compost analyses as required - we have the analysis of the compost sample from late August only

SusGlobal appreciates that BDO only had control of the site for Q2 and Q3, but the records from operations in Q1 were 
also acquired when SusGlobal purchased the assets and we need those analyses in order to complete the 2017 
Environmental Report. If we do not have the analyses on file, we will so advise the MOECC.

Best regards,

Gerry Hamaliuk 
SusGlobalEnergy

From: Consoli, Angelo fmailto:aconsoli@bdo.cal
Sent: January 17, 2018 10:03 AM
To: Gerald Hamaliuk <ghamaliuk@susglobalenergv.com>
Cc: Andrew Chachula <achachula@gillespielaw.ca>; Marc M. Hazout <mhazout@susglobalenergv.com>: Ike 
Makrimichalos <imakrimichalos@susglobalenergy.com>; Kyle Plunkett <kplunkett@airdberlis.com>: Scott Stoll 
<sstoll(S>airdberlis.com>; Mazur, Chris <CMazur(S)bdo.ca>
Subject: RE: Sampling and Analysis for Astoria Organic Matters

Gerry, we are writing in response to your e-mail. We disagree with various assertions therein and we address certain 
below.

Pond analysis:
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7 7
Our understanding is that no water exited the pond as a result of VanSoelen incorrectly building the pond. Once the J J 
pond was corrected the outfall where testing is to be taken should be the first overflow point and therefore testing 
should be able to commence as per the EGA.

Our understanding is that prior to Closing, the only testing that occurred was by Pinchin as we outlined in our e-mail 
below and that Pinchin and Mr. Hamilton both discussed this with the MOECC officer. This was documented in a 
December 2016 Industrial Sewage Report - Section 2.2. Attached for your convenience is the MOECC’s response relating 
to this matter. The Receiver understands that the actions required therein, were of an administrative nature and were 
all complied with prior to the receivership.

Surface and groundwater samples:
Pinchin performed the test in Q.1. As previously advised, in August 2017 they advised us of the lack of a signed 
agreement and on September 12, 2017 that the next sample would be taken at the end of the month and they 
acknowledged it would therefore be discussed with the purchaser and not the Receiver. Pinchin has been asked for a 
copy of the Q1 report.

Regarding the e-mail correspondence with Pinchin (copied to Mr. Lavelle), it was at your request that we send notices 
to all of the suppliers to provide them Mr. Lavelle’s contact information to set up accounts and arrange for ongoing 
services. What was discussed between Pinchin and Mr. Lavelle, is not known to us, but as noted above, only 2 days 
earlier Pinchin acknowledged they needed to be in contact with the Purchaser to discuss ongoing service 
arrangements.

Compost Analysis:
Mr. Hamilton trained Vanessa prior to his departure on September 14, 2017 on how to collect and submit a sample and 
we understand that Vanessa later trained an employee named Nick on how to take a sample and submit it to A&L.

The Biofilter media was tested by Astoria daily on the web-based Odour Control System which, with the exception of 
Ammonia as discussed further below, tested a number of items including humidity, air temperatures, moisture, etc. As 
a result, Astoria did not perform quarterly testing as testing was performed daily. We understand that the Web-Based 
data was sent to a cellular phone number maintained by Mr. Hamilton and that SusGlobal funded the cost for one 
month after Closing and then requested that Mr. Hamilton release the number and SusGlobal acknowledged that Mr. 
Lavelle would make arrangements directly with Telus for the transfer of the account. With regards to the Ammonia 
testing, Vanessa performed the testing twice daily and documented the results in a folder at the site called “Ammonia 
Test Results”.

We would encourage you to review the 2016 Annual Report. We understand Mr. Hamilton prepared it in a format that 
lined up with the ECA points and that the MOECC was satisfied with its contents and style of reporting.

Kindest regards,

Angelo Consoli CA CPA CIRP LIT 
Vice President 
BDO Canada Limited 
aconsoli@bdo.ca

805 - 25 Main Street W. 
Hamilton, ON L8P 1H1
Canada
Tel: 905-524-1008 x 2861 
Fax: 905-570-0249 
www.bdo.ca

Before you print think about the environment

From: Gerald Hamaliuk [mailto:ghamaliuk(5)susglobalenergv.com1 
Sent: Friday, January 12, 2018 9:07 AM 
To: Consoli, Angelo <aconsoli(5)bdo.ca>
Cc: Andrew Chachula <achachula@gillespielaw.ca>: Marc M. Hazout <mhazoutPsusKlobalenergv,com>: Ike
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Makrimichalos <imakrimichalos(5)susglobalenergv.com>; Kyle Plunkett <kplunkett@airdberlis.com>; Scotf Stoll j 4 
<sstoil(5)airdberlis.com>; Mazur, Chris <CMazur@bdo.ca>
Subject: RE: Sampling and Analysis for Astoria Organic Matters

Angelo,

Your responses to the ECA requirements for the time BDO was responsible for operations and the sample taken during 
January, 2017 do not coincide with the requirements of the EGAs for the site.

Pond Analysis/Testing and Groundwater:

ECA 5515-9VEL3J in Tablel requires quarterly testing of the pond outfall during periods of rainfall when there is a flow 
out of the ponds. May of 2017 had record rainfall that did not allow farmers to complete seeding because the soil was 
saturated with water, causing tractors to become stuck in the fields. The ponds accumulate rainfall from 8.08 acres of 
surface, more than half of which is covered by asphalt, so no seepage into groundwater. It is hard to believe no water 
exited the ponds, but we will report to the MOECC that no outfall occurred during the time BDO operated the site, 
quoting your assertion. However, Table 2 requires monthly sampling of the water in the pond outlet with a reduced 
analytical requirement and no stipulation that a flow is required at the time of sampling. This is likely the analytical 
result we found for January, 2017. Contrary to your assertions, Katy Potter has no record or recollection of the result 
being reported to the MOECC, despite the NH3 being more than 100 times the allowable level and the Fe being more 
than 3 times the allowable level. We will submit this analysis with the Annual Report, stating it was not reported to the 
MOECC. SusGlobal reported a similar result to the MOECC in Q4 and the result was a request for a resample and 
adherence to the terms of the Stormwater Contingency Plan for the site, as developed by Astoria Organic Matters.

Surface and groundwater samples:

ECA 0031-7UTRSS requires groundwater and surface water samples to be taken and analyzed each quarter. Tablel lists 
the wells that are included and analytical requirements. We could not find a record of any analyses from the wells. In 
addition, Table 2 requires surface water samples quarterly from Chrysal Creek and Number 10 Creek, both upstream 
and downstream for both and from the Eastern Swale outlet. We could not find the record of these analyses. Please 
forward at your earliest convenience.

The e-mail you attached to the January 10, 2018 response has nothing at all to do with testing of surface and 
groundwater by Pinchin. Rather, the only activity it refers to is the odor sampling and reporting from the Odor Survey 
Pinchin conducted for BDO in July, 2017, which was completely botched up and left for SusGlobal to determine an 
appropriate approach to complete the reporting for ECA compliance. We do not understand how the attached e-mail is 
relevant to the subject at hand.

Compost Analysis:

First, how could Al Hamilton train an employee hired by SusGlobal on or after Sept. 18 when he was not onsite after 
Sept. 15? In fact, I am the one who took the first two composite samples, inserted into a bag and sent them to A&L for 
analysis via Canada Post. The final composite sample and sample from the biofilter media were collected by Min Qiu 
and sent to A&L after we completed screening in late fall, so no one "trained" by Al Hamilton ever sampled the 
compost. The allegation that SusGlobal did not pay A&L and thus did not receive any compost analytical results is 
absurd and I am very surprised that you would make such a statement. All samples sent in were analyzed and the 
results were sent to us in good time and then sent to the MOECC immediately when received, which is what was 
requested by the MOECC.

The biofilter media also required sampling and testing on a quarterly basis, which SusGlobal did for the fourth quarter. 
We could not find any record of the testing of the biofilter media during the first 3 quarters of 2017. Please forward 
such test results for the Annual Report compliance.
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Contrary to your responses in the e-mail of January 10, 2018, there are many requirements for analytical testing during 
the time BDO operated the compost site. We did not think we needed to go into the details for analyses in our first 
communication, as BDO would have been familiar with the ECA compliance requirements for the site. We provide 
details in this response so there is no doubt regarding testing requirements.

Best regards,

Gerry Hamaliuk 
SusGlobal Energy
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From: Consoli, Angelo fmailto:aconsoli(S>bdo.ca1 
Sent: January 10, 2018 4:58 PM
To: Gerald Hamaliuk <ghamaliuk(5)susglobalenergv,com>
Cc: Andrew Chachula <achachula{5)gillespielaw.ca>: Marc M. Hazout <rnhazout@susglobalenerev.com>; Ike 
Makrimichalos <imakrimichalos@susglobalenerev.com>: Kyle Plunkett <kplunl<ett@airdberlis.com>: Scott Stoll 
<sstoll@airdberlis.com>: Mazur, Chris <CMazur@bdo,ca>
Subject: RE: Sampling and Analysis for Astoria Organic Matters

Gerry,

Thank you for your note. We have reviewed your e-mail and can advise you as follows with respect to your various 
queries:

Pond Analysis / Testing:

We understand that the pond testing is required only when the sample can be obtained from the outfall structure of the 
storm water pond. The outfall did not have water flow through it when under the management of Astoria or BDO.

The single sample referred to in your email was taken by Pinchin but the sample was taken directly from the pond (i.e. 
the still portion of water in the pond). This was determined by the MOECC as a false sample as the sample requires flow. 
Katy Potter of the MOECC, during the Sewer Water ECA audit, considered this not to be a true sample and excluded it 
from any required reporting. We were to wait to take any sampling until outfall occurred from the pond outlet 
structure.

Up to the Closing Date, September 15, 2017, no samples were taken as the outfall was not active. We understand this 
simply needs to be stated in the annual report filed with the MOECC. However, we understand that after the pond re
construction, which was completed in November / December 2017, sampling should have commenced again by the 
facility owner (SusGlobal).

Surface and groundwater samples:

We understand that Pinchin performed this testing in or around March 2017, however, they realized they didn't have a 
signed agreement with Astoria so they did not perform further testing. The Receiver was made aware of this on August 
22, 2017 when a proposal was sent to BDO for approval. The Receiver made immediate enquiries of Pinchin with 
respect to the anticipated timing of the next testing. On September 12, 2017, Pinchin responded to advise the Receiver 
that the next test could be performed by the end of September 2017 and asked if they should therefore deal with the 
Purchaser. On September 13, 2017, when SusGlobal confirmed its intention to complete the transaction contemplated 
by the APA, we advised Pinchin that they should therefore review this matter with the Purchaser. Furthermore, after 
Closing, at 4:33 p.m. on September 15, 2017, we sent a follow up email notice and an introductory e-mail to Pinchin 
with a copy to Mr. Lavelle (as per your instructions), a copy of which is attached hereto. We are not certain what 
arrangements were made thereafter between Pinchin and SusGlobal.
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Compost analysis:

We understand that there were a total of 8 samples tested which were taken in January (2), March, April, June, July (2), 
and August. When Mr. Hamilton left the facility in September he instructed and trained an employee that SusGlobal 
hired on how to take samples and send them to the testing lab in order to remain in compliance with the ECA. Without 
completing the remaining three tests before year end, SusGlobal would be out of compliance. We understand that the 
employee sent out a test sample in September 2017 to A&L Canada Laboratories, but the testing was not paid for by 
SusGlobal so the lab did not release the results.

Kindest regards,

Angelo ConsoH CA CPA CIRP LIT
Vice President 
BDO Canada Limited
aconsoli@bdo.ca

805 - 25 Main Street W. 
Hamilton, ON L8P 1H1 
Canada
Tel: 905-524-1008 x2861 
Fax: 905-570-0249 
www.bdo.ca

p*! Before you print think about the environment

From: Gerald Hamaliuk fmailto:ghamaliuk(5)susglobalenergv.com1 
Sent: Tuesday, January 09, 2018 9:06 AM 
To: Consoli, Angelo <aconsoli(5?bdo.ca>
Cc: Andrew Chachula <achachula(5)gillespielaw,ca>; Marc M. Hazout <mhazout@susglobalenergv.com>: Ike 
Makrimichalos <imakrimichalos(5)susglobalenergv,com>
Subject: Sampling and Analysis for Astoria Organic Matters

Angelo,

We looked for the analyses required by the ECA conditions for the site and only found one pond analysis as attached, 
and it is out of compliance for NH3 - 2.89 vs 0.02 allowed and Fe -1.15 vs 0.30 allowed. This should have triggered an 
Exceedence Report to the MOECC, a resample, and if that is still high, initiating the Stormwater Contingency Plan as 
attached. None of those actions was initiated, in direct contravention of the ECA conditions. I contacted the MOECC and 
there is no record of an Exceedence Report or resampling. We need this for the 2017 Annual Report. We also need the 
analyses for monthly and quarterly surface and groundwater samples to Q3 of 2017 as outlined in the Pinchin proposal 
attached. Pinchin did the analyses and Report for 2016, but when I contacted the branch that did the work in 2016, they 
confirmed that their proposal was not signed back and Pinchin did no analytical work. We also only have one compost 
analysis from August of 2017, but no more.

Please get back to us with the analytical results that are required as a condition of the ECA for the site during the time 
BDO operated same,
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The information contained in this communication is confidential and intended only for the use of those to whom it is addressed. If you have 
received this communication in error, please notify me by telephone (collect if necessary) and delete or destroy any copies of it. Thank you,

EDO Canada LLP (and its affiliates), a Canadian limited liability partnership, is a member of EDO International Limited, a UK company limited 
by guarantee, and forms part of the international BDO network of independent member firms.

BOO is the brand name for the BDO network and for each of the BDO Member Firms,

Le contenu de ce courriel est confidentiel et. a I'intention du (des) destinataire(s) seulement. Si vous recevez cette transmission par erreur, 
veulllez m'aviser immediatement par telephone en utilisant le numero mentionne ci-haut (a frais vires si necessaire), Veuittez effacer ou 
detruire toutes copies de ce courriel recues-. Mere! de votre collaboration,

BDO Canada s.r.I./S.E.N.C.R.L. (et ses filiales), une4 societe canadienne d responsabilite limitee/societe en nom collectif a responsabilite 
limitee, est membre de BDO International Limited, societe de droit anglais, et fait partie du reseau international de societes membres 
independantes BDO,

BDO est la marque utiiisee pour designer le reseau BDO et chacune de ses societes membres.
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From: Mahoney, James (MOECC) <James.Mahoney@ontario.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, February 07, 2017 12:45 PM
To: Al Hamilton
Cc: Potter, Katy (MOECC); Tahirali, Emma (MOECC)
Subject: RE: Signed letter

Mr. Hamilton ... f

Thank you for your email of February 5, 2017, advising that Smith's Septic has been secured to haul 
liquid industrial waste from the Astoria Organic Matters LP facility in Roblin, Ontario to the Lucas 
Point Water Pollution Control Plant.

In the letter you supplied from the Municipality of Cobourg it is concluded that the leachate hauled 
from your facility is unlikely to adversely impact the performance of the Lucas Point Water Pollution 
Control Plant, so long as contact is made with the municipality in advance of leachate shipments.

I note that Ministry Environmental Officer Katy Potter, in an email dated February 6, 2017 has 
provided guidance in matters pertaining to generator manifesting.

Given the above, I endorse actions taken.

Jim Mahoney 
Manager (A)
Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change 
Kingston District Office 
Phone: (613) 548-6902 
Email: iames.mahonev@ontario.ca

From: A! Hamilton [mailto:ahamilton@astoriaorganics.com]
Sent: February-05-17 7:09 PM 
To: Mahoney, James (MOECC)
Cc: Potter, Katy (MOECC)
Subject: FW: Signed letter

James and Katy,

As per our Industrial Sewage Inspection Report Section 5.0 point 4. please see attached letter from the Cobourg waste 
water treatment plant. They can accept our leachate waters.

The hauling company will be Smith's Septic licence number 3142-858RH9. 

1 trust this satisfies this action required.

mailto:James.Mahoney@ontario.ca
mailto:iames.mahonev@ontario.ca
mailto:ahamilton@astoriaorganics.com


Allan Hamilton, MBA 
President & CEO 
Astoria Organic Matters Ltd,

cellular: 613 449-6214
email: ahnmilt.on@astnriaoi‘{ianics.com

T
organic matters

From: Jennifer Leno fmaiito:jleno®coboufa.ca1 
Sent: Februaty 2, 2017 9:22 AM 
To: Al Hamilton 
Subject: Re: Signed letter

Hi Al

Here you go!!

Cheers!

Jenn

Jennifer Leno, 'BSc.
Environmental Officer
Risk Management Official and Inspector
Environmental Services
Town of Cobourg
905-372-7332

Chairperson, MESUG

From: Al Hamilton <ahamilton@astoriaorRanics.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, January 31, 2017 4:56 PM 
To; Jennifer Leno 
Subject: Signed letter

mailto:ahamilton@astoriaorRanics.com


Jennifer,
i know you sent the signed letter, but 1 do not see the email. Can you resend it please. So sorry thanks.

Allan Hamilton, MBA 
President & CEO 
Astoria Organic Matters Ltd.

cellular: 613 449-6214
email: aiuumiloiiffdastot umrt’anids.eorn

ASTORIA
organic matters
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From: Consoli, Angelo
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2018 11:50 AM
To: Gerald Hamaliuk <ghannaliuk(5?susglobalenergv.com>
Cc: Marc M. Hazout <mhazout(5)susglobalenergv.com>: Ike Makrimichalos <imakrimichalos(53susglobalenergv.com>; 
Mazur, Chris <CMazur(5)bdo.ca>
Subject: RE: 2017 Environmental Report

Gerry, thank you for your e-mail. At the end of the Report, it states:

“In summary, SusGlobal Energy, partly on behalf of Astoria Organics and BDO (the Receiver) submits this 2017 
Annual Report...”

Per our e-mail below, please delete “partly on behalf of Astoria Organics and BDO (the Receiver)” in its entirety. 

Kindest regards,

Angelo Consoli CA CPA CIRP LIT
Vice President 
BDO Canada Limited 
aconsoli@bdo.ca

805 - 25 Main Street W. 
Hamilton, OH L8P 1H1 
Canada
Tel: 905-524-1008 x 2861 
Fax: 905-570-0249 
www.bdo.ca

i
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Before you print, think about the environment

From: Gerald Hamaliuk fmailto:ghamaiiuk(5)susglobalenergv.com1 
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2018 10:43 AM 
To: Consoli, Angelo <aconsoli@bdo.ca>
Cc: Marc M. Hazout <mhazout(S>susglobalenergv.com>: Ike Makrimichalos <imakrimichalo$@susglobalenergv.com>: 
Mazur, Chris <CMazur@bdo.ca>
Subject: RE: 2017 Environmental Report

Thank you for the response, Angelo.

The only thing we are saying is that the data before Sept. 15, 2017 came from the time Astoria, then BDO was 
responsible for site operations. I do not think we can remove that statement??? The only other thing included is the 
Pinchin Letter written to Astoria and BDO in Feb. of 2018 regarding the water analyses projected results for 2017 as no 
samples were taken for analyses as required by the ECA. You asked us to include that Letter in the Report and I also 
have approval from the Pinchin Kingston office to include it, even after we pointed out that the premise in the Letter 
that operating rates were the same in 2017 as in 2016 was grossly in error.

If you wish me to not include the Letter in that Appendix, please advise by tomorrow, as we are approving the Report 
for issuance on Wednesday. We will need to do some editing if the Letter is not included, including that no samples of 
groundwater or surface water were taken for analyses in 2017.

Best regards,

Gerry Hamaliuk 
SusGlobal Energy

From: Consoli, Angelo [mailto:aconsolk5?bdo.ca1 
Sent: March 26, 2018 9:58 AM
To: Gerald Hamaliuk <ghamaliuk(5)susglobalenergv.com>
Cc: Marc M. Hazout <mhazout(5)susfilobalenergv.com>: Ike Makrimichalos <imakrimichalos(5)susglobalenergy.com>: 
Mazur, Chris <CMazur(5)bdo.ca>
Subject: RE: 2017 Environmental Report

Gerry, thank you for sharing your 2017 Annual Report (the “Report”) as a courtesy.

Please be advised that the Receiver has not reviewed the Report in detail nor have we seen the various appendices 
that are referenced therein. To be clear the Receiver does not acknowledge or agree with various assertions therein, 
which as you are aware, are in dispute. The Report to the Ministry is an obligation of SusGlobal Energy Belleville Ltd. 
and, as such, any reference to the Report being filed on behalf of the Receiver or Astoria should be removed 
entirely. The Receiver is not consenting and agreeing to this Report being filed on its behalf.

Kindest regards,

Angelo Consoli CA CPA CIRP LIT 
Vice President 
BDO Canada Limited
aconsoli@bdo.ca

805 - 25 Main Street W.
Hamilton, OH L8P 1H1 
Canada
Tel: 905-524-1008 x 2861 
Fax: 905-570-0249
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Before you print think about the environment

From: Gerald Hamaliuk fmailto:ghamaliuk(g>susglobalenergy.com1 
Sent: Wednesday, March 21, 2018 6:54 PM 
To: Consoli, Angelo <aconsoli(5)bdo.ca>
Cc: Marc M. Hazout <mhazout(5)susglobalenergv.com>; Ike Makrimichalos <imakrimichalo$iS)susglobalenergv.com> 
Subject: 2017 Environmental Report

Angelo,

I attach the Exec. Summary and discussion for the 2017 Annual Report for your review. I did not provide the data in the 
Appendices - the discussion should be sufficient for you to evaluate content. The Appendices will not have any 
discussion, only the data and Reports identified. We will issue the Report to the MOECC early next week.

Best regards,

Sr -Ci C •'in.;-/ C-c:p. 
Gerald fi Hamaliuk
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The information contained in this communication is confidential and intended only for the use of those to whom it is addressed. If you have 
received this communication in error, please notify me by telephone (collect if necessary) and delete or destroy any copies of it. Thank you.

BDO Canada LLP (and its affiliates), a Canadian limited liability partnership, is a member of BDO International Limited, a UK company limited 
by guarantee, and forms part of the international BDO network of independent member firms,

BDO is the brand name for the BDO network and for each of the BDO Member Firms.

Le contenu de ce courriel est confidentiel et a I'intention du (des) destinataire(s) seulement. Si vous recevez cette transmission par erreur, 
veulliez m'avlser immediatement par telephone en utilisant le numero mentionne ci-haut (a frais vires si necessaire). Veuillez effacer ou 
ddtruire toutes copies de ce courriel recues. Herd de votre collaboration.

BDO Canada s.r.I./S.E.N.C.R.L, (et ses (Wales), une societe canadienne a responsabilite limitee/societe en nom collectif a responsabilite 
limitee, est membre de BDO International Limited, societe de droit anglais, et fait partie du reseau international de societ.es membres 
independantes BDO.

BDO est la marque utilisee pour designer ie reseau BDO et chacune de ses societ.es membres,
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